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ABSTRACT

Unlike the classical point vortex model, a new method is developed to extract flows induced not only by

vorticity but also by divergence in a well-defined vortex core area of a cyclone. This newmethod is applied to

diagnosing the interactions of three midlatitude cyclones (called A, B, and C) that account for a missed

summer severe rainfall forecast, in which the daily precipitation predicted by the Canadian operational model

is an order of magnitude smaller than the rain gauge and radar measurements. In this event, cyclone B,

responsible for the severe rainfall occurrence, was advected largely by flows induced by two neighboring

cyclones: A and C to the west and east, respectively. This work attempts to assess whether and to what degree

the vertical tilt of the observed cyclone versus that of the forecast cyclone B is caused by advections of the

environmental flows (including A- and C-induced flows) at 500 and 1000 hPa. Results show that the observed

cyclone B was advectedmainly by the cycloneA–induced flow at 500 hPa into a vertically tilted structure that

was northwestward against the vertical shear of the environmental flow and thus favorable for upwardmotion

and cyclone intensification around the time of severe rainfall. However, the forecast cyclone B was advected

largely by the cyclone A–induced flow at 500 hPa and the cyclone C–induced flow at 1000 hPa into an in-

creasingly northward-tilted structure that was along the vertical shear of the environmental flow and thus

unfavorable for upward motion and cyclone intensification, leading to the missed forecast of severe rainfall.

Suggestions are made for future improvements of model forecasts.

1. Introduction

Precipitation has considerable impacts on our society

and economy (e.g., Cao 2008; Cao and Ma 2009), but pre-

dicting it accurately in terms of its intensity, timing, and

location is a challenge (Cao and Zhang 2004, 2016; Cao

et al. 2004). The location error in predicting precipitation

is vital since it can ruin our entire effort, no matter how

accurate the predictions of the precipitation intensity and

timing are. Cyclone–cyclone (e.g., two ormultiple cyclone)

interaction can be an important factor in determining

cyclone tracks and associated precipitation (e.g., Cao and

Zhang 2016). To date, we found only two publications in

the literature on the interactions of two extratropical

continental cyclones (Ziv and Alpert 1995, 2003). In these

studies, a point vortex model was applied to two neigh-

boring cyclones to examine their interaction using analysis

data, while a cyclone was treated in the same way as in the

classical point vortex model [see Eq. (1) in section 3], that

is, a point vortex inducing a purely rotational wind field.

Based on our knowledge, so far there is no published work

on three midlatitude continental cyclone interactions,

especially their influences on precipitation forecasts.

This work is motivated by a missed summer severe

rainfall (SSR)1 forecast: theCanadian operational Global

Corresponding author: Zuohao Cao, zuohao.cao@canada.ca

1As defined by the Ontario storm prediction center, an SSR

event is considered when its rainfall rate exceeds 50mmday21 or

75mm in 48 h in Ontario.
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Environmental Multiscale (GEM; Côté et al. 1998) re-

gional model predicted daily precipitation of about

5mm in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, on 24 July 2009,

whereas the rain gauge and the radar measurements

were, respectively, 67.2 and 75–100mm (Table 1 of Cao

and Zhang 2016). The event involves interactions

among three cyclones and their influences on the SSR

over the Great Lakes region (Cao and Zhang 2016).

This SSR event occurred in the Ottawa area and was

associated with three extratropical cyclones labeled as

A, B, and C in Fig. 1. Cyclone B was responsible for

rainfall over the Ottawa area, mostly around 0300 UTC

24 July when severe rainfall occurred.

The observed [i.e., North American Regional Re-

analysis (NARR); Mesinger et al. 2006] cyclone B tilted

northwestward with height partially against the verti-

cal shear of the environmental flow between 500 and

1000hPa (Fig. 1c). This resulted in positive vorticity

advection by thermal wind of the environmental flow,

which was conducive to upward motion (Sutcliffe 1947;

Trenberth 1978) and favorable for cyclone B’s intensi-

fication. Note also that the horizontal distance (about

350 km) between the 500- and 1000-hPa centers of

observed cyclone B was well within the radius of Rossby

deformation (i.e.,LR5HN/f’ 500km for a scale height

of H 5 5 km between 500 and 1000 hPa with Brunt–

Väisälä frequency of N ’ 1022 s21 and Coriolis fre-

quency of f ’ 1024 s21). Such an up-shear-tilted vortex

structure could lead to cyclone B’s intensification effec-

tively through reinforced interactions between the upper-

level and lower-level potential vorticity (PV) anomalies

(see section 6e and Fig. 21 of Hoskins et al. 1985).

The model-predicted cyclone B, however, was tilted

northward with height largely along the vertical shear

vector of the environmental flow between 500 and

1000hPa (Fig. 1d). This results in negative vorticity ad-

vection by thermal wind of the environmental flow,

which was conducive to downward motion (Sutcliffe

1947; Trenberth 1978) and unfavorable for cyclone in-

tensification, leading to a missed forecast of severe rain-

fall in Ottawa (Table 1 of Cao and Zhang 2016).

Here, the environmental flow (with respect to cyclone

B) is defined as the total flow minus the flow induced by

cyclone B. This environmental flow includes the flow

induced by cyclones A and C. This paper aims to ex-

amine whether or not and to what extent the vertical tilt

FIG. 1. Tracks of three cyclones (A, B, and C) at 1000 (denoted by red plus signs) and 500 (denoted by blue squares) hPa based on (a) the

NARR and (b) the GEM regional model (0000 UTC run) forecasts at hours (UTC) labeled along the cyclone paths. A large dot indicates

the location of Ottawa. Also shown are schematic diagrams for cyclone B of tilting (denoted by rectangle bars from low-level 1000 hPa to

upper-level 500 hPa) and wind shear between 500 and 1000 hPa (denoted by big arrows) of (c) the NARR and (d) the GEM regional

model. The solid lines represent geopotential heights at 1000 and 500 hPa, and dashed lines stand for components of tilting vectors.
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of the observed (or forecast) cyclone B around 0300UTC

could be attributed to different movements of cyclone B

caused by the different advections of the environmental

flows at two different vertical levels (500 and 1000hPa).

Conventionally, 1000hPa is used to characterize cyclone

positions and tracks, while 500hPa is somehow related

to a steering level. Although no consensus has been

reached on which level should be used as a steering level,

it is generally accepted that the midtropospheric ad-

vections (at 700–500hPa) have the best correlation with

cyclone movement (e.g., Chan et al. 1980; Chan andGray

1982). Using the 12-yr composite analysis of tropical cy-

clone tracks, Chan et al. (1980) found that 500hPa was

the best steering level.

To achieve the abovementioned goal, the flows in-

duced by a cyclone have to be treated as realistically as

possible by including both rotational and divergent

(potential) flows induced by the vorticity and divergence

over a well-defined vortex core area of the cyclone.

Clearly, the classical point vortex model treating a cy-

clone as a point without including divergence-induced

velocity, as described by Fujiwhara (1931), Lamb (1945),

Batchelor (1980), and Aref (1983), is not suitable for the

abovementioned purpose. To this end, a new diagnostic

method is developed herein, as an improvement to

the classical point vortex model, to evaluate cyclone–

cyclone interactions at two vertical levels. Here, the

vorticity (or divergence) attributed to a cyclone is dis-

tributed in a finite area (i.e., a well-defined vortex core

area) rather than concentrated at a point, and the

cyclone–cyclone interaction refers to the influences of

induced velocities by vorticity and divergence in the vortex

core areas of a neighboring cyclone (A or C) on the target

cyclone (B). In this method, the rotational and divergent

flows induced by cyclones are computed by inverting the

vorticity and divergence in their vortex core areas (without

treating the cyclone crudely as a point vortex).

The next section describes the data used for this study.

Section 3 provides a brief review of the classical point

vortex model in connection with the triple cyclone–

cyclone interaction considered in this paper. Section 4

presents the new diagnostic method for cyclone–cyclone

interactions. Section 5 shows diagnoses of the move-

ments of cyclone B caused by the advections of the en-

vironmental flows (including those induced by cyclones

A and C) at the two vertical levels using the NARR

and the GEM, respectively. We will then discuss severe

rainfall forecast errors, based on the diagnosed different

movements and structures between the two datasets,

and address the different vertical tilts of the observed

and predicted cyclone B in determining large-scale

forcing for the severe rainfall event. Discussions and

conclusions will be given in the final section.

2. Data

The following datasets are used to carry out diagnoses

of the cyclone–cyclone interactions: 1) the hourly op-

erational GEM regional model (Côté et al. 1998) fore-

casts with a 15-km horizontal resolution and 58 vertical

levels, retrieved from the archive at the Canadian Me-

teorological Centre (CMC), 2) the 3-hourly NARR

with a horizontal resolution of 32 km and 29 constant

pressure levels that are archived at the National Centers

for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) (Mesinger et al.

2006), 3) the daily rain gauge data plus a small number

of the hourly rainfall data obtained from the National

and/or Ontario Climate Center, 4) radar-estimated rain-

fall accumulation and rainfall rates at 10-min intervals

obtained from the Canadian national radar network,

covering areas mainly along the U.S.–Canada border,

and 5) the observed soundings obtained from the Uni-

versity of Wyoming. Details can be found in Cao and

Zhang (2016).

3. Classical point vortex model and triple-cyclone
interactions

When two cyclones become close to each other, they

tend to rotate cyclonically relative to each other. This

phenomenon, called ‘‘binary cyclone,’’ has been studied

for a long time using the classical point vortex model

(Fujiwhara 1931; Lamb 1945; Batchelor 1980; Aref

1983). In the classical point vortex model, a cyclone is

treated as a point vortex induced by an infinitely

intense vorticity at a single point xc with the vorticity

field formulated by Cd(x2 xc), where d(x2 xc) denotes

the delta function centered at point xc in the two-

dimensional horizontal space of x [ (x, y) (e.g., a con-

stant pressure surface) andC is the point vortex intensity

measured by its generated circulation. By definition, a

cyclonic circulation is an integral of velocity along a closed

circuit cyclonically around an area enclosed by the loop.

According to theGreen’s theorem, this closed line integral

is equal to the integrated vorticity over the area enclosed

by the loop. Since d(x 2 xc) is zero everywhere except at

the vortex center point xc where d(x 2 xc) is infinitely

large, the circulation generated by a point vortex is in-

dependent of the shape of the loop (as long as the loop

encircles xc). The velocity field generated by such a point

vortex is given by [see Eq. (7.3.13) of Batchelor 1980]

v(x)5 (C/2p)k3 (x2 x
c
)/jx2 x

c
j2 , (1)

where k is the vertical unit vector.

In the classical point vortex model of binary cyclones,

the two cyclones are represented by two point vortices

with positive circulations C1 and C2, respectively. In this
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case, the first (or second) point vortex is advected by

the velocity induced by the second (or first) point vor-

tex. According to Eq. (1), the moving speed of the first

(or second) vortex centered at xc1 (or xc2) is given byV15
C2/(2pjrj) [orV25 C1/(2pjrj)] and the moving direction is

perpendicular to r[ xc22 xc1 and thus the first (or second)

vortex rotates cyclonically with respect to xc2 (or xc1). This

implies that the two vortex centers rotate cyclonically

relative to each other, their individual speed ratio obeys

V
1
/V

2
5C

2
/C

1
, (2)

and their relative rotation rate is given by [see Eq.

(7.3.16) of Batchelor 1980]

v5 (C
1
1C

2
)/(2pjrj2) . (3)

When the above classical point vortex model is ap-

plied to a binary-cyclone case at a given vertical level in

the real atmosphere, the intensity of each point vortex

measured by its generated circulation C needs to be

estimated by the integrated vorticity over a properly

defined vortex core area around the center of the con-

cerned cyclone. By applying this type of intensity esti-

mation to the classical point vortexmodel, Ziv andAlpert

(1995) found that midlatitude binary cyclones with the

separation distance ranging from 1400 to 1800km often

rotated around each other cyclonically at a rate propor-

tional to their combined intensities.

For triple extratropical cyclone–cyclone interactions

considered in our case, cyclone B is the target cyclone

located near Ottawa where the SSR occurred. We

will pay particular attention to the interactions between

cyclones B and A (referred to as A–B), and between

cyclones B and C (referred to as B–C). The interaction

between cyclones A and C is assumed to be negligible

since the distance between two cyclones is beyond the

critical separation distance of 1400–1800km (Ziv and

Alpert 1995).

4. New diagnostic method

The classical point vortex model reviewed in section 3

has the followingmajor limitations: 1) The point vortex–

induced flow becomes singular [with unbounded in-

crease of velocity, as shown in Eq. (1)] toward the vortex

center, so the induced flow cannot be realistically di-

agnosed in and around the vortex core of the cyclone.

2) The point vortex–induced flow is purely rotational, but

the flowfield induced by a cyclone not only has a rotational

component but also contains a divergent component.

3) Because the point vortex model does not consider any

divergent flow, it cannot be used to realistically compute or

diagnose the environmental flow for the target cyclone.

To overcome the above limitations, a new diag-

nostic method is introduced here to consider both the

rotational and divergent parts of the flow induced by a

cyclone. In the two-dimensional space of x on a constant

pressure surface, the vorticity-induced rotational velocity,

denoted by vr [ (ur, yr), can be expressed by

v
r
5 k3=c , (4)

where c is the streamfunction, = [ (›x, ›y) is the hori-

zontal gradient operator, and k 3 = 5 (2›y, ›x) is the

horizontal gradient operator rotated counterclockwise

by 908. The streamfunction in the unbounded domain of

x induced by the vorticity z field within a cyclone vortex

core area can be solved from Eq. (3.1b) of Xu et al.

(2011); that is,

c(x)5 (2p)21

ð
s

dx0z(x0) lnjx0 2 xj , (5)

where
Ð
s
dx0 denotes the integration over the vortex

core area S. Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) gives

the induced rotational velocity field in the following

form:

v(x)5 (2p)21

ð
s

dx0z(x0)k3 (x2 x0)/jx2 x0j2 , (6)

where = lnjx0 2 xj5 (x2 x0)/jx2 x0j2 is used. Note that

(x 2 x0)/jx 2 x0j2 on the right-hand side of Eq. (6)

becomes singular as x0 5 x but it is still integrable in

x0, and the integral can be computed using the grid-

staggering discretization scheme (with no singularity

involved) that is similar to that in Eq. (2.1b) of Cao

and Xu (2011).

Similarly, the divergence-induced velocity, denoted

by vd [ (ud, yd), can be expressed by

v
d
5=x , (7)

where x is the velocity potential. The velocity poten-

tial in the unbounded domain of x induced by the di-

vergenceawithin a cyclone core area can be solved from

Eq. (3.1a) of Xu et al. (2011); that is,

x(x)5 (2p)21

ð
s

dx0a(x0) lnjx0 2 xj , (8)

where now
Ð
s
dx0 denotes the integration over the

cyclone area S. Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) gives

the induced divergent velocity field in the following

form:

v
d
(x)5 (2p)21

ð
s

dx0a(x0)(x2 x0)/jx2 x0j2 . (9)
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The integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) is com-

puted using the grid-staggering discretization scheme

similar to that in Eq. (2.1a) of Cao and Xu (2011).

For a point vortex centered at x 5 xc, we have z(x) 5
Cd(x 2 xc). Substituting z(x) 5 Cd(x 2 xo) into Eq. (6)

recovers Eq. (1). Thus, Eq. (6) represents a realistic

extension of the classical point vortex model in Eq. (1)

and it reduces to the classical one as the target cyclone

is idealized into a point vortex. In addition, our new

diagnostic method computes the flows induced by a

cyclone more realistically by inverting not only the

vorticity but also the divergence in a well-defined vortex

core area of the cyclone. Here, the vortex core area is

defined as an area enclosed by the outmost closed isobar

or isogeopotential height, which could be as large as

about 500km in radius (e.g., see Fig. 3b). This closed

isobar criterion is suitable for lower levels such as

1000hPa. However, at upper levels such as the 500-hPa

the environmental flow becomes prevailing, so the ge-

opotential height associated with the total flow (that

combines the environmental flow with the flow induced

by a concerned cyclone) forms a trough (instead of

an isolated low) around the center of the concerned

cyclone. In this situation, themaximum relative vorticity

can be used to determine the cyclone center at 500 hPa.

Then, the horizontal displacement between the 500- and

1000-hPa cyclone centers can be used to project the

vortex core area from 1000 to 500 hPa (see Fig. 2).

When the new diagnostic method is applied to the

triple extratropical cyclone–cyclone interactions con-

sidered in this paper, the environmental flow that ad-

vects the target cyclone B is computed by subtracting the

target cyclone-induced flow from the total flow. This

environmental flow contains the flows induced by cy-

clones A and C, so it can be partitioned into the fol-

lowing components: 1) the flow induced by cyclone A,

2) the flow induced by cyclone C, and 3) the residual

environmental flow (computed by subtracting the two

cyclone-induced flows from the environmental flow).

In the next section, a total environmental flow and its

partitioned component flows will be computed based on

the two datasets (NARR and GEM), and they are then

used to diagnose how and to what extent the environ-

mental flow advection and its partitioned component

flow advections contribute to the movement of the tar-

get cyclone B at each vertical level (1000 or 500 hPa)

from 0000 to 0300 UTC 24 July. The results obtained

from NARR data will be used as a benchmark to ex-

amine how the environmental flow and its partitioned

component flows advect the target cyclone B in the

GEM differently from those in NARR, and how and to

what extent these differences lead to the missed forecast

of severe rainfall in GEM.

5. Results

As shown in Fig. 1, theGEM-model-forecast locations

of cyclone B at 1000 and 500hPa at 0300 UTC are about

160 km northwest and 370 km northeast, respectively, of

the NARR-analyzed locations (cf. Figs. 1a,b). These

location errors of cyclone B in GEM appear to be the

major causes of errors in the forecast meteorologi-

cal variables and their gradients in Ottawa on the east

side of the target cyclone B. As shown in Table 1, at

0300 UTC the model-predicted vertical gradients of

temperature (58C) and specific humidity (2.1 g kg21) in

the lowest 150-hPa layer are much smaller than the

NARR-analyzed gradients (88C and 4.7 gkg21, respec-

tively). The model-predicted CAPE is only 148.8 J kg21

in Ottawa, whereas the NARR-analyzed CAPE is

690.5 J kg21 (Table 1). Insufficient model CAPE for the

parameterized deep convection leads to less moisture

transported upward for condensation at upper levels,

less conversion of water vapor into cloud water at upper

levels, and less precipitation for the SSR event thereby

(daily rainfall is about 5mm in the GEMmodel vs daily

rain gauge observation of 67.2mm and radar measure-

ment of 75–100mm in Ottawa; see Cao and Zhang

2016). Furthermore, the NARR-analyzed vertical mo-

tion on 700 hPa is about20.6Pa s21 in Ottawa, whereas

the model-predicted vertical motion is around 0.2Pa s21

(Table 1). The opposite sign between theNARR-analyzed

and the model-predicted vertical motion indicates that

the model-predicted downward motion inhibits the trig-

gering of the parameterized convection and condensation

in Ottawa but it is enhanced by the NARR-analyzed

strong upward motion.

Table 2 exhibits comparisons between the NARR-

analyzed and the GEM-regional-model-forecast 1000-hPa

cyclone B intensity measured by its generated circulation

along the outmost closed isogeopotential height. At

0000 and 0300 UTC 24 July 2009, the model-predicted

cyclone B intensity is, respectively, 2.9 3 106 and 2.3 3
106m2 s21, whereas the NARR-analyzed intensity is

9.73 106 and 9.53 106m2 s21. This result indicates that

the model-predicted 1000-hPa cyclone B is weaker than

that in the NARR analysis.

a. Diagnoses of cyclone-induced flows and their
interactions in NARR

Figure 3a shows the NARR-analyzed wind field at

1000hPa at 0000 UTC 24 July. The rotational (in green)

and divergent (in purple) flows induced by the target

cyclone B at 1000hPa are inverted from the NARR-

analyzed relative vorticity and divergence fields, re-

spectively (Fig. 3b). As shown in Fig. 3b, the cyclone

B–induced rotational flow is dominant over its induced
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divergent flow, and the latter diminishes more rapidly

away from its vortex core (indicated by the yellow

contour loop) than the former. Clearly, the divergent

flow induced by cyclone B is significant and cannot be

neglected in and around its own vortex (Fig. 3b). In

particular, the cyclone B–induced divergent (in purple)

flow generates convergence zones radiated outward from

the center of cyclone B, while the cyclone B–induced

rotational (in green) flow generates a strong cyclonic

circulation around its center. Similarly, the cyclone

FIG. 2. A flowchart for defining vortex core areas at upper and lower levels.
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C–induced rotational flow is stronger than its induced

divergent flow (Fig. 3e), but the A-induced rotational

flow is about the same intensity and coverage as its in-

duced divergent flow (Fig. 3d).

Figure 3c presents the 1000-hPa environmental flow

computed by subtracting the B-induced flows of Fig. 3b

from the total flow of Fig. 3a. As seen in Fig. 3c, the

environmental flow is about 5m s21 northwestward at

and around the center of cyclone B, and its resulting

advection is consistent with and can largely explain

the northwestward movement (about 100 km) of the

1000-hPa cyclone B from 0000 to 0300 UTC (denoted

by red plus signs in Fig. 1a).

As shown in Fig. 3b, at 0000 UTC 24 July, the cyclone

B–induced divergent and rotational flows at 1000hPa

in the NARR are about 2.8m s21 northwestward and

1.5m s21 northwestward, respectively, at the center of

cyclone B. Adding the environmental flow (5m s21

northwestward) with cyclone B–induced divergent

(2.8m s21 northwestward) and rotational (1.5m s21

northwestward) flows, we have 9m s21 northwestward

at and around the center of cyclone B. This gives an

estimated distance of about 100 km that cyclone B

propagates from 0000 to 0300 UTC, which is the same

distance cycloneB at 1000hPa travels during this period.

As explained in section 4, the environmental flow in

Fig. 3c contains three components: the first two com-

ponents are the flows induced by cyclones A and C, and

the third component is the residual environmental flow,

that is, the environmental flowminus the cyclones A and

C–induced flows. As shown in Fig. 3d, at and around the

center of cyclone B at 1000hPa, cyclone A–induced flow

is about 1m s21 northwestward while cyclone C–induced

flow is about 1.5m s21 southwestward (Fig. 3e). As a

result, both A- and C-induced velocities at and around

the center of cyclone B have westward components

with a small magnitude (,1ms21), so their combination

has little net effect on the movement of cyclone B

(Fig. 3f). This indicates that the residual environmental

flow (about 4–5ms21 northwestward at and around the

center of cyclone B) plays an important role in con-

tributing to advecting the cycloneB at 1000hPa (Fig. 3f).

Figures 4a displays the 1000-hPa NARR-analyzed

wind field at 0300 UTC 24 July. Again, the B-induced

rotational flow is dominant over its induced divergent

flow (Fig. 4b). At this time, the divergent flows induced

by cyclones A and C become stronger than those at

0000 UTC (cf. Figs. 3d,e and 4d,e). At 0300 UTC, the

1000-hPa environmental flow is northwestward at and

around the center of cyclone B (Fig. 4c) and still plays an

important role in facilitating the northwestward move-

ments of cyclone B at 1000 hPa, whereas the cyclone

A– and C–induced rotational and divergent flows are

largely canceled out (Figs. 4d,e) resulting in a small

difference at and around the center of cyclone B at

1000 hPa (about 1m s21; Fig. 4f).

The 500-hPa NARR-analyzed wind field at 0000 UTC

24 July, presented in Fig. 5a, shows a well-defined trough

associated with cyclone B, but weak disturbances with

cyclones A and C. The cyclone B–induced rotational

flow is dominant over its induced divergent flow at

500 hPa, as can be expected for the near-geostrophic-

balanced flow state above the planetary boundary layer

(Fig. 5b). The divergent flows induced by 500-hPa

cycloneB become virtually zero near its center. Similarly,

the above features are observed for the cyclones A and

C–induced rotational and divergent flows (Figs. 5d,e).

The 500-hPa environmental flow, as shown in Fig. 5c,

is about 8m s21 northeastward at and around the center

of cyclone B, and its advection is consistent with and can

largely explain the northeastward movement (about

160 km) of the 500-hPa cyclone B from 0000 to

0300 UTC (denoted by blue squares in Fig. 1a).

At and around the center of cyclone B at 500hPa, the

cyclone A–induced stronger rotational flow is north-

eastward (Fig. 5d), while the cyclone C–induced weaker

rotational flow is southwestward (Fig. 5e), indicating

that the cyclone A–induced flows play a dominant role

in advecting cyclone B at 500 hPa. The resulting flows

induced by cyclones A and C at and around the center

of cyclone B at 500 hPa is about 5ms21 northeastward

(Fig. 5f), which makes more than 63% contribution

to the environmental flow in advecting cyclone B at

500 hPa.

TABLE 1. Comparison between the NARR analysis and the GEM regional model forecast at 0300 UTC 24 Jul 2009 in Ottawa

(45.428N, 75.708W).

Data source DT in 1000–850 hPa (8C) Dq in 1000–850 hPa (g kg21) CAPE (J kg21) 700-hPa omega (Pa s21)

NARR analysis 8 4.7 690.5 20.6

GEM regional model 5 2.1 148.8 0.2

TABLE 2. Comparison of 1000-hPa intensity (106m2 s21) of cy-

clone B measured by its generated circulation along the outermost

closed isogeopotential height between the NARR analysis and the

GEM regional model forecast on 24 Jul 2009.

Time 0000 UTC 0300 UTC

NARR analysis 9.7 9.5

GEM regional model 2.9 2.3
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FIG. 3. (a) NARR-analyzed horizontal velocity vectors (m s21), (b) cyclone B–induced rotational flow

(m s21; green) and divergent flow (m s21; purple), (c) environmental flow [m s21; (a) minus (b)], (d) cycloneA–

induced rotational flow (m s21; green) and divergent flow (m s21; purple), (e) cycloneC–induced rotational flow

(m s21; green) and divergent flow (m s21; purple), and (f) residual environmental flow [m s21; (c) minus (d) and

(e)] at 1000 hPa at 0000 UTC 24 Jul 2009. Plus signs and squares respectively denote the geographic locations

for centers of 1000- and 500-hPa cyclones A, B, and C, from left to right. A yellow contour indicates the vortex

core area of 1000-hPa cyclone B enclosed by the outermost loop of closed isogeopotential height of 90m.
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FIG. 3. (Continued)
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but at 0300 UTC 24 Jul 2009 and now showing (f) both cyclones A and C–induced flow

[m s21; (d) plus (e)].
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FIG. 4. (Continued)
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but at 500 hPa at 0000 UTC 24 Jul 2009.
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FIG. 5. (Continued)
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but at 500 hPa at 0300 UTC 24 Jul 2009.
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FIG. 6. (Continued)
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FIG. 7. (a) GEM model horizontal velocity vectors (m s21), (b) cyclone B–induced rotational flow (m s21;

green) and divergent flow (m s21; purple), (c) environmental flow [m s21; (a) minus (b)], (d) cyclone A–induced

rotational flow (m s21; green) and divergent flow (m s21; purple), (e) cyclone C–induced rotational flow (m s21;

green) and divergent flow (m s21; purple), and (f) both cyclones A and C–induced flow [m s21; (d) plus (e)] at

1000 hPa at 0000 UTC 24 Jul 2009. Plus signs and squares respectively denote the geographic locations for

centers of 1000- and 500-hPa cyclones A, B, and C, from left to right.
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FIG. 7. (Continued)
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but at 1000 hPa at 0300 UTC 24 Jul 2009.
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FIG. 8. (Continued)
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 7, but at 500 hPa at 0000 UTC 24 Jul 2009.
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FIG. 9. (Continued)
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 7, but at 500 hPa at 0300 UTC 24 Jul 2009.
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FIG. 10. (Continued)
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Similarly, at 0300 UTC 24 July, the 500-hPa NARR-

analyzed wind field (Fig. 6a), cyclone-induced fields

(Figs. 6b,d–f), and environmental flows (Fig. 6c) dem-

onstrate similar characteristics. For example, at 500hPa,

the cyclone B–, A–, and C–induced rotational flows

dominate over their induced divergent flows (Figs. 6b,d,e).

As expected, the cyclone B–induced divergent flow

at 500 hPa is much weaker than that at 1000 hPa (cf.

Figs. 4b and 6b).

As displayed in Fig. 6c, the 500-hPa environmental

flow is about 6m s21 northeastward at and around the

center of cyclone B, and its resulting advection is con-

sistent with and can largely explain the northeastward

movement of cyclone B from 0300 to 0600 UTC at

500 hPa (denoted by blue squares in Fig. 1a).

At 0300 UTC, the cyclone A–induced rotational flow

is about 6ms21 northeastward at and around the center

of cyclone B at 500hPa (Fig. 6d), while the cyclone

C–induced rotational flow is 2m s21 southwestward

(Fig. 6e). Thus, up to 0300 UTC, the cyclone A–induced

flow still plays a dominant role in advecting the target

cyclone B at 500 hPa. After cancellation of the cyclones

A– and C–induced flows, the net effect is that cyclone A

has net velocity of 4m s21 to advect cyclone B north-

eastward (Fig. 6f), which contributes more than 67% of

the environmental flow in advecting the cyclone B at

500 hPa.

b. Diagnoses of cyclone-induced flows and their
interactions in GEM

Figure 7a shows the GEM wind field at 1000hPa at

0000 UTC 24 July, which is used to compute the target

cyclone B–induced rotational and divergent flows

(Fig. 7b). It is interesting to note that both rotational and

divergent flows induced by cyclone B in the GEM are

much weaker than their counterpart benchmark flows

(Fig. 3b) computed from the NARR-analyzed wind field

(Fig. 3a). In particular, the cycloneB–inducedmaximum

divergent flow in the GEM is about 2m s21, whereas the

cyclone B–induced divergent flow in the NARR is about

5m s21. This indicates that at 1000hPa at 0000 UTC,

cyclone B in theGEM is not only displaced from the one

in the NARR analysis (see Fig. 1) but also has much

weaker divergent flow than the benchmark cyclone B in

the NARR analysis.

The environmental flow changes its direction around

the center of cyclone B from mainly northward on the

east side to southward on the west side. Thus, the envi-

ronmental flow at the center of cyclone B is less than

1m s21 northward and its resulting advection can largely

explain the very slow northward movement (about

20 km) of cyclone B from 0000 to 0300 UTC at 1000hPa

(as shown by red plus signs in Fig. 1b). The cyclones A

and C–induced flows diminish more rapidly away from

their centers at 1000hPa (Figs. 7d,e), so the rotational

and divergent flows induced by the two cyclones can be

neglected near the center of cyclone B (Fig. 7f).

Figure 8a exhibits the GEM-forecast wind field at

1000hPa at 0300 UTC 24 July, from which the target

cyclone B–induced rotational and divergent flows are

computed (Fig. 8b). At 0300 UTC, the cyclone B–

induced rotational and divergent flows in the GEM be-

come even weaker than those at 0000 UTC (cf. Figs. 7b

and 8b). Also, at this time the GEM-forecast cyclone B–

induced flows at 1000hPa becomemuchweaker than the

benchmark cyclone B in the NARR analysis (cf. Figs. 4b

and 8b).

As shown in Fig. 8c, the environmental flow still

changes its direction around the center of cyclone B

frommainly northward on the east side to southward on

the west side. Hence, the environmental flow at the

center of cyclone B is still just about 1m s21 northward

and its resulting advection is consistent with the very

slow northward movements of the center of cyclone B

at 1000hPa from 0000 to 0300 UTC and from 0300

to 0600 UTC (as shown by red plus signs in Fig. 1b).

At the center of cyclone B at 1000 hPa, the flow induced

by cyclone A is small (Fig. 8d), and the combined two

cyclone-induced flows (Figs. 8d,e) are about 1.5m s21

southwestward (Fig. 8f).

Figure 9a displays the GEM initial wind field at

500 hPa at 0000 UTC 24 July, which is used to com-

pute the rotational and divergent flows induced by

the target cyclone B (Fig. 9b). As in the NARR, the

induced divergent flow is much weaker and di-

minishes more rapidly away from the center of cy-

clone B than its induced rotational flow (cf. Figs. 5b

and 9b). This is also true for the divergent flows in-

duced by cyclone C of the two datasets (cf. Figs. 5e

and 9e). Again, the A- and C-induced rotational flows

at 500 hPa (Figs. 9d,e) are much stronger than those

at 1000 hPa (Figs. 7d,e).

As shown in Fig. 9c, the environmental flow is about

6m s21 northward at and around the center of cyclone B

at 500 hPa, and its resulting advection can largely ex-

plain the slow northward movement (about of 120 km)

of cyclone B at 500hPa from 0000 to 0300 UTC (as

shown by blue squares in Fig. 1b).

Near the center of cyclone B at 500 hPa, the cyclone

A–induced rotational flow is about 5ms21 northeast-

ward (Fig. 9d), while the cyclone C–induced rotational

flow is about 2m s21 southwestward (Fig. 9e). Thus, the

cyclone A–induced flow plays a major role in advecting

the target cyclone B at 500 hPa, as it is only fractionally

offset by the C-induced flow at and around the center of

cyclone B (Fig. 9f).
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The GEM-forecast 500-hPa wind field at 0300 UTC

24 July is presented in Fig. 10a, based onwhich the target

cyclone B–induced rotational and divergent flows are

computed. Like the diagnosed results at 0000 UTC, the

cyclone B–induced divergent flow is much weaker and

diminishes more rapidly away from its center than the

induced rotational flow at 500 hPa (Fig. 10b); this is

similar for the divergent flows induced by cyclones A

and C (Figs. 10d,e). At this time, the cyclone B–induced

rotational flow at 500hPa (Fig. 10b) is still stronger than

that at 1000hPa (Fig. 8b).

The environmental flow shown in Fig. 10c is still about

6m s21 northward near the center of cyclone B at

500hPa, and once again its resulting advection is consis-

tent with the slow northward movements of cyclone B

at 500 hPa from 0000 to 0300 UTC and from 0300 to

0600 UTC (denoted by blue squares in Fig. 1b). Near

the center of cyclone B, the cyclone A–induced rota-

tional flow is still about 5m s21 northeastward (Fig. 10d)

and the cyclone C–induced rotational flow is 2m s21

southwestward (Fig. 10e), indicating that the cyclone

A–induced flow is still dominant in advecting the target

cyclone B at 500 hPa, since it is only fractionally offset

by the C-induced flow (Fig. 10f).

c. Errors in cyclone locations and structures leading
to the missed severe rainfall forecast

As demonstrated in Fig. 11a, cyclone B in the NARR

significantly tilts northwestward with a horizontal dis-

tance of about 340km between the 1000- and 500-hPa

cyclone centers at 0300 UTC. In contrast, cyclone B in

the GEM model has little westward tilt (Fig. 11b). Fur-

thermore, the observed cyclone B tilted northwestward

with height has components against the vertical shear of

the environmental flow between 500 and 1000hPa,

suggesting positive vorticity advection by thermal wind

of the environmental flow (Fig. 11a). As explained ear-

lier in the introduction section, this is conducive to

FIG. 11. (a) NARR and (b) the GEM model environmental velocity (m s 21) difference be-

tween 500 and 1000 hPa at 0300UTC24 Jul. The rectangle bar in orange color indicates the tilting

direction of cyclone B from 1000 to 500 hPa. Plus signs and squares respectively denote the

geographic locations for centers of 1000- and 500-hPa cyclones A, B, and C, from left to right.
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upward motion and favorable for cyclone B’s in-

tensification. On the other hand, the GEM-predicted

cyclone B is tilted northward largely along the vertical

shear of the environmental flow between 500 and

1000 hPa (Fig. 11b). This suggests negative vorticity

advection by thermal wind of the environmental flow,

which was conducive to downward motion and un-

favorable for cyclone B’s intensification, resulting in

the missed forecast of severe rainfall in Ottawa (Cao

and Zhang 2016).

To understand the roles played by flows induced by

cyclones A andC, we compare the two cyclone-induced

vertical shears to the vertical shear of the environ-

mental flows at 0300 UTC. As shown in Fig. 12a, cy-

clone B in the NARR tilts northwestward with

components against the A- and C-induced vertical

shear between 500 and 1000 hPa, which is similar to the

vertical shear of environmental flows (Fig. 11a). The

two cyclone-induced vertical shears contribute to strong

cyclonic vorticity advection by thermal wind, lead-

ing to upward motion, and associated precipitation. In

the GEM model, however, cyclone B tilts northward

with height along the A- and C-induced vertical shear

between 500 and 1000 hPa (Fig. 12b), which is again

similar to the vertical shear of environmental flows

(Fig. 11b). Certainly, this structure is conducive to

downward motion and unfavorable for producing

precipitation.

To gain further insight into the roles played by cyclone

B itself, we compute the residual flow by subtracting the

cyclones A and C–induced flows from the total flow.

This residual flow contains the flow induced by cyclone

B and the other remaining. In the neighborhood of the

500-hPa center of cyclone B, a strong cyclonic circula-

tion of residual flows appears in the NARR between the

500- and the 1000-hPa centers of cyclone B (see the red

circle in Fig. 13a), but it is not observed over the same

region in the GEM model (Fig. 13b). This is consistent

with the previously mentioned mechanism of positive

vorticity advection by thermal wind according to the

Sutcliffe development theory (Sutcliffe 1947; Trenberth

1978) that played an important role in cyclone B’s

development in the NARR but was absent in the

GEM model.

At 1000hPa in the NARR, we have observed a strong

convergence of residual flows around the center of

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for cyclones A and C–induced velocity vector (m s21).
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cyclone B, especially extending from its center

southward, in addition to the cyclonic circulation

around cyclone B (Fig. 14a). This convergence pattern

is consistent with the cyclone B–induced divergent

flows at 1000 hPa (Fig. 4b). However, such a conver-

gence is not observed in the GEM model (Fig. 14b),

which is consistent with near-zero cyclone B–induced

divergent flows (Fig. 8b). The abovementioned dif-

ferences between the NARR and the GEMmodel are

observed not only at 0300 UTC but also at 0000 and

0600 UTC (not shown).

We also compare the cyclone B–induced divergent

flows at 1000 hPa between the NARR and the GEM

model in Fig. 15, showing that at and to the southeast of

cyclone B’s center the induced divergent velocity from

0000 UTC NARR is about 2.8m s21 northwestward

pushing B toward the convergence zone to the north-

west. On the other hand, the induced divergent velocity

from the GEM model is about 1m s21 northeastward

at and to the southeast of cyclone B’s center, with no

organized convergence zone. Similar differences occur

at 0300 UTC (Figs. 15b,d).

6. Discussion and conclusions

In this work, we have developed a new diagnostic

method to examine cyclone–cyclone interactions. Based

on this method, the rotational and divergent flows in-

duced by a cyclone are computed by inverting the vor-

ticity and divergence in the vortex core area of the

cyclone. Using this method, the influences on a target

cyclone by its own and the other cyclone-induced fields

can be evaluated appropriately in connection with the

target cyclone’s movement and associated precipitation.

Furthermore, the influences of the environmental flows

and residual flows on the target cyclone can be quanti-

tatively assessed.

The new method improves the traditional point

vortex model in the following aspects. 1) The new

method provides a way to invert both vorticity and

FIG. 13. Horizontal velocity vectors obtained by (a) subtracting cyclones A and C induced

from NARR analyzed and (b) subtracting cyclones A and C induced from the GEM forecast

at 500 hPa at 0300 UTC 24 Jul 2009. The red circle denotes a cyclonic circulation between

1000- and 500-hPa cyclone-B centers. Plus signs and squares respectively denote the geo-

graphic locations for centers of 1000- and 500-hPa cyclones A, B, and C, from left to right.
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divergence in a well-defined vortex core area rather

than at a point (see the procedure in Fig. 2). In the

point vortex model, however, the vorticity that in-

duces the velocity field is concentrated at a single

point with infinite intensity, and the induced velocity

increases boundlessly toward this point [see Eq. (1)].

This singularity is avoided in our new method. 2) The

velocity induced by a point vortex is purely circular

and becomes singular at the vortex center, which im-

plies that the point vertex cannot be advected by its

own induced velocity. However, in our model, the

vortex core area is used to characterize and represent

the cyclone, and in this area the relative vorticity and

divergence-induced velocities can influence the cy-

clone center’s movement unless their distributions are

perfectly axisymmetric with respect to the cyclone

center. 3) The new method provides the divergence-

induced velocity field that is absent in the point vortex

model. This offers an opportunity to examine the ef-

fect of divergence-induced velocity on the target cy-

clone’s movement. In our case, the movement of

cyclone B’s center at 1000 hPa is partially influenced

by the divergent velocity induced by cyclone B itself

(see Fig. 15) but not much influenced by the cyclones

A– and C–induced divergent velocities.

Our new method is employed in this study to

examine a missed forecast of summer severe rainfall

involving three cyclone–cyclone interactions. In this

severe rainfall event, the target cyclone B predicted by

the operational model is horizontally shifted to an un-

favorable location as a result of inaccurate prediction of

the interactions of the target cyclone B with the other

two cyclones A and C. This leads to missed forecasts

with large errors in precipitation location and intensity.

It is found that the A- and C-induced horizontal ve-

locity fields and (residual) environmental flows act dif-

ferently in influencing the movement of cyclone B prior

to and during the severe rainfall period. Prior to the

severe rainfall occurrence, in the NARR the residual

environmental flows and cyclone B–induced flows (es-

pecially divergent flows) contributed to the northwest-

ward movement of cyclone B at 1000 hPa where the

A- and C-induced flows were largely offset, whereas in

the GEM model, the cyclones A and C–induced hori-

zontal velocities were small and the residual environ-

mental flows as well as cyclone B–induced flows were

FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13, but at 1000 hPa at 0300 UTC 24 Jul 2009.
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FIG. 15. Cyclone B–induced divergent flow (m s21; purple) of (a),(c) NARR

and (b),(d) GEM model at 1000 hPa at (top) 0000 and (bottom) 0300 UTC 24

Jul 2009. Plus signs and squares respectively denote the geographic locations for

centers of 1000- and 500-hPa cyclones A, B, and C, from left to right.
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also weak at 1000hPa, resulting in slower movement of

cyclone B than the observed. When severe rainfall oc-

curred, in the NARR the large residual environmental

velocity assisted the cyclone B’s northwestward move-

ment at 1000hPa, but in the GEM model cyclone B

remained stalled. Furthermore, prior to and during the

severe rainfall period, the residual flows at 1000hPa in

the NARR revealed the development of a convergence

line around cyclone B that mainly extended from its

center southward, but this feature was absent in the

GEMmodel. At the same time, cyclone B in the NARR

tilted northwestward with height partially against the

vertical shear of environmental flow (mainly contrib-

uted by the A- and C-induced flows) between 500 and

1000hPa. This indicates that the A- and C-induced

shears promote positive vorticity advection by thermal

winds, which are favorable for upward motion, cyclone

intensification, and associated precipitation. On the

other hand, cyclone B in the GEM model has a north-

ward tilt along the A- and C-induced vertical shears

between 500 and 1000hPa, indicating negative vorticity

advection by thermal winds, which is favorable for

downward motion and detrimental to precipitation

development.

Cyclone B’s northwestward tilt with height against

the vertical shear of environmental flow may be en-

visioned as an up-shear-tilted PV anomalies. This

up-shear-tilted PV anomaly structure could lead to

cyclone intensification via reinforced interactions

between the upper-level and lower-level PV anoma-

lies (see section 6e and Fig. 21 of Hoskins et al. 1985).

The above-envisioned intensification for cyclone B

requires further detailed investigations on PV anom-

aly interactions, beyond the scope of this paper, per-

haps by following and extending previous studies

(e.g., Davis and Emanuel 1991; Davis 1992; Davis

et al. 1993; Stoelinga 1996; Huo et al. 1999; Wang and

Zhang 2003; Kieu and Zhang 2010; Breeden and

Martin 2018). To this end, the semibalanced model of

Xu (1994) in pseudoheight (essentially pressure) co-

ordinates or Xu and Cao (2012) in terrain-following

pressure coordinates can be particularly useful

because it was derived more concisely and self-

consistently than the truncated model systems de-

rived and/or used in previous studies of PV anomaly

interactions.

With the framework established in this study, we

may expect that the current work can be easily ap-

plied to evaluating more cases of cyclone–cyclone

interactions over land as well as over tropical oceans,

such as tropical cyclones, because these cyclones of-

ten cause catastrophic damage and impacts to our

life, property, and society. The new diagnostic method

developed in this study may also be used routinely to

decompose model-forecast cyclone- or vortex-induced

flows and thus to detect and resolve potential problems

such as cyclone interaction and/or steering in the model

forecasts in advance.
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